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http://www.healthcare.philips.com/main/homehealth/sleep/actiwatch/default.wpd
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Conley, Knies, Batten et al 2019 Sleep Medicine Reviews
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ACT consistently over-estimates sleep (TST and SE), under-estimates wake (SOL and WASO) among healthy adults; differences were larger and more significant in people with chronic conditions.Heavily dependent on specialized expertise for scoring and interpretation; devices are expensiveDifferences identified were within the specified ‘clinically’ acceptable range for adult sleep disorders according to AASM review



https://article.images.consumerreports.org/prod/content/dam/cro/news_articles/health/CR-
BG-Fitness-Tracker-Hero-08-16
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Mansukhani & Kolla, 2017, Cleveland Clinic Journal of Medicine
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Close to 1 in 10 owns an activity tracker; they are easily available for purchase, fairly inexpensiveHow does it work? Measure movement, activity, GSR, skin temp, Don’t disclose mechanisms
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Fino & Mazzetti 2019, Sleep Breathing Physiology and Disorders
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More than 500 sleep-related apps available for download in iTunes apps storehttps://www.sleepcycle.com/how-sleep-cycle-works/ Sleep Cycle alarm clock app among top 5 downloaded in 2014; some relies on smartphone being place on user’s mattress, which can be confounded with pets, significant other, etcOthers use sound and noise to estimate parameters (esp snoring)Smartphones are ubiquitous, availability of them increases self-monitoring and adherenceMost don’t share algorithm; what is given is hard to translate to standard sleep parameters



Cornet & Holden 2018, J Biomed Inform
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Less intrusive, enables just-in-time adaptive interventions based on data captured and processed in situGather data anytime, longitudinally, with little stigma or additional burdenCombine multiple sensors, capture behavioral data (call, texting, social media), have advanced Internet, storage, and processing capabilities; and permit the creation of personal profiles and personalized, just-in-time visualizations and alerts to users and their support network [24]. Smartphones can be used to passively capture data such as speech characteristics, location, and activity, which can be interpreted to assess depression, sleep, or loneliness. *There is non-smartphone passive sensing, just not covered here
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Carney, Buysse, Ancoli-Israel, Edinger, Krystal, et al. (2012) The consensus sleep 
diary: standardizing prospective sleep self-monitoring. SLEEP; 35(2): 287-302
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Low-cost, non-invasive, a bit more time investment
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Patient sleep diary
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WIFI issuesPhone accessibility issuesTime availabilityAM/PM
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